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First Sunday of Advent

November 27, 2016
Isaiah 2:1-5, Romans 13:11-14, Matthew 24:37-44

“And do this because you know the time; it is the hour
now for you to awake from sleep.” Romans 13:11
Who Or What Do We Wait For?
Advent is a strange time:
We wait for the One who has already come.
We wait for the One who is our midst struggling and living among
us.
We wait for the One who beckons us from an unknown and
unimagined future.
We wait, sometimes quietly, sometimes perched on tiptoes,
sometimes in the midst of frenzied activity, sometimes not sure
what we are waiting for, but always with the expectation that
something will happen that will give our waiting purpose and
meaning.
The Isaiah reading has the people climbing to a mountaintop
waiting to be instructed in the ways of God. In Romans we read that
the people are waiting for the dawn to reveal how to live honorably.
In the Gospel we are told to anticipate the unexpected and to be
prepared to find the Promised One in the most unlikely places.
In the ebbing time of 2016, where are the unlikely people and
places where the Promised One is to be found?
- in the neighborhoods that we tell our children not to go into…
- in the people we ignore because fear holds us hostage…

- in those who dress differently and speak with an accent, who
we claim have no right to be in this country…
- in communities that challenge us to confront our privilege…
The swords and spears of our time are drones, military hardware,
and systemic racism along with malicious gossip, judgement
towards others, back-biting, grudge holding, and bullying.
What if these swords were turned to acceptance, respect, trust, and
peace-with-justice activities?
Advent would no longer be a strange time.
What are the swords and spears in my life that need conversion?

Monday, November 28
Isaiah 4:2-6, Matthew 8:5-11

“He said to him, I will come and cure him.”
Matthew 8:7
As we begin our Advent journey, will we be able to set aside time
during our day to reflect and ponder our journey? We can ask Jesus
to come to us and give us strength.
We can also ask him to enter the hearts of those who are hurting especially those who lack access to health care , who live in fear
because each day is a struggle to provide the basic needs for
themselves and their family, and who struggle to understand when
the suffering will end.
Our Advent journey can remind us to be present with those who

suffer. Maybe their suffering is due to unjust systems that continue
to create inequalities in our communities. Or maybe the community
is endangered due to violence that seems to go unnoticed by others.
As we begin this journey, think about the words of the gospel of
Matthew and hold these words in your heart.
Today, what action can I take to address suffering in my community?

Tuesday, November 29
Isaiah 11:1-10, Luke 10: 21-24

“Blessed are the eyes that see what you see.”
Luke 10:23
During our day, we encounter many sights, smells, and sounds but
how many of these encounters do we truly experience? What do we
see? As we walk with our sisters and brothers, we can rejoice in the
spirit, sharing our faith along with our challenges. Our personal
stories can be testament of our love for Christ and how this love
moves us to work for peace with justice. Our love helps us to see
with the eyes of a servant.
Be open to see what is happening in communities. Be open to see
what makes us uncomfortable. Be open to see when we are called
to speak out. Be open to see and rejoice in the opportunities to
serve.
How am I sharing my love for Jesus with those I encounter during this
Advent?
What testimony can I share about what my eyes have seen and my
ears have heard?
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